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5. Abstract 
The speech-to-song illusion (Deutsch, Henthorn, & Lapidis, 2011) tracks a perceptual 
transformation across repetitions where a stimulus that originally sounded like speech 
comes to sound like song. This paper examines whether the illusion also generalizes to 
other kinds of non-speech sounds. Participants heard each of 20 environmental sound 
clips repeated either in original or jumbled form. They rated the musicality of the clips on 
a 5-point scale where 1 represented “sounds exactly like environmental sound” and 5 
“sounds exactly like music.” Average ratings increased significantly across repetitions, 
suggesting that the speech-to-song illusion is one form of a more general sound-to-music 
illusion produced by repetition. This illusion occurred regardless of whether the clips 
were repeated in original or jumbled form, marking a difference compared to speech, for 
which the illusion only occurred if the repetitions were exact. 

  



 

 

The speech-to-song illusion occurs when a brief segment of a spoken utterance is 
digitally excised and repeated. In some cases, after this series of reported exposures, 
listeners report that the excised segment, which had initially sounded like speech, now 
sounds like song (Deutsch, Henthorn, & Lapidis, 2011). The illusion occurs in people 
with and without musical training (Vanden Bosch der Nederlanden et al., 2015a). Tierney 
et al. (2012) used neuroimaging to demonstrate that brain areas subserving pitch 
extraction and song production were more active in response to utterances subject to this 
illusion than utterances that were not. Perceptions of musicality, thus, depend not merely 
on the characteristics of the acoustic signal, but also on the contextual frame within 
which it is presented. In the case of the speech-to-song illusion, the relevant contextual 
frame consists of a series of repetitions of the same segment.  

Prior to the discovery of this illusion by science, composers had been exploiting it 
for years. American composer Steve Reich used excerpts of recorded speech in 
compositions from the mid-1960s such as “It’s Gonna Rain” and “Come Out,” looping 
them repeatedly in a way that foregrounded the prosodic and rhythmic elements of the 
speech—framing them as music. The same kind of looping was also applied to other non-
speech recorded sounds, to much the same effect. 

Compositional practice thus tends to suggest that perceptions of musicality arise 
not merely out of the acoustic characteristics of sounds themselves, but also out of the 
contextual usage of these sounds. It is particularly common for musical cultures 
throughout the world to create musical contexts rich with repetition (Fitch, 2006). 
Margulis (2014) theorizes that repetition plays a special role in music—in particular, that 
it encourages a musical orientation to sound by drawing attention to its sonic 
characteristics over its everyday meanings, and by drawing listeners into a more 
participatory attitude. People exposed to random sequences of tones either once or on a 
six-time loop later rated the ones they had heard on loop as more musical (Margulis & 
Simchy-Gross, 2016).  

The speech-to-song illusion demonstrates the capacity of repetition to transform 
speech into music, but speech is already comprised of human voices communicating 
intentionally, much like conventional song. This paper asks: are environmental sounds, 
produced by actions, objects, and animals, also subject to transformation into music 
across repetitions? If no, it would suggest that speech and music are uniquely intertwined. 
Under this scenario, given the proper context (a string of repetitions, for example), speech 
can relatively easily sound like music, but other sorts of sounds lack this latent potential 
for musicalization, remaining tied instead to their everyday or environmental function. If 
yes, on the other hand, it would suggest that speech’s relationship to music is less unique, 
with repetition capable of musicalizing even sounds arbitrarily generated by a shovel 
being dragged across rocks, or water dripping from a faucet. A finding that non-speech 
songs could transform to music would strengthen the case for repetition’s general power 
to musicalize.  

Studies on the speech-to-song illusion suggest that when linguistic processing 
areas fully capture a sound stimulus, it can be harder for repetition to transform it into 



 

 

song. Speech transforms more readily to song when listeners don’t speak the language of 
the utterance (Jaisin et al., 2016), and when the utterance is spoken in a language more 
difficult for them to pronounce (Margulis, Simchy-Gross, & Black, 2015)—both 
situations in which speech circuitry might possess a less tight grip on the acoustic signal 
from the beginning. If this hypothesis were correct, then environmental sounds, which 
presumably activate speech circuitry even less, should transform to music more easily 
than spoken utterances. Neuroimaging studies show that speech and environmental 
sounds activate different regions of the temporal lobe (Binder et al., 2000; Leaver & 
Rauschecker, 2010; Specht, Osnes, & Hugdahl, 2009). A recent paper by Norman-
Haignere, Kanwisher, and McDermott (2015) identifies distinct cortical pathways for 
processing speech, music, and environmental sounds.   

In the experiment presented here, we used the methodology from the original 
speech-to-song illusion paper (Deutsch et al., 2011) to investigate whether repetition can 
musicalize environmental sounds the same way it can musicalize speech. 

Method 

Participants  

Fifty-eight undergraduate students (34 females; ages ranging from 18 to 39 years; 
Mage = 19.5; SD = 2.8) who were enrolled at the University of Arkansas volunteered to 
participate in this experiment in exchange for course credit. All of the participants were 
recruited from the introductory class General Psychology. 40 of them reported having 
some level of musical training (Myears =  2.9; SD = 3.1) and three were music majors, but 
the musical training they reported consisted mostly of participation in school groups such 
as band and choir. All of the participants gave informed consent before participating in 
this experiment. This experiment was approved by the University of Arkansas 
Institutional Review Board. 

Materials  

Twenty 10 s clips of environmental sound were taken from free sound effects 
websites. Listed in Table 1, they featured sounds such as water dripping, a shovel being 
dragged across a rock, a rally car driving by, or a whale vocalizing. None of the clips 
included human vocal sounds or traditional musical instruments.  

[Insert Table 1 about here] 

Following Deutsch et al. (2011), we digitally excised a segment from the second 
half of each clip using Audacity 2.0.6. The mean segment length was 3.2 s (SD = 0.5). 
The segment was presented either in untransformed form, or in jumbled form. We created 
eight different jumbled versions by splicing each segment into seven pieces, and then 
jumbling the order of these seven pieces as follows: 6, 4, 3, 2, 5, 7, 1; 7, 5, 4, 1, 3, 2, 6; 1, 
3, 5, 7, 6, 2, 4; 3, 6, 2, 5, 7, 1, 4;  2, 6, 1, 7, 4, 3, 5; 4, 7, 1, 3, 5, 2, 6; 6, 1, 5, 3, 2, 4, 7; and 
2, 5, 4, 3, 7, 1, 6. We aimed to make our segmentation method as analogous as possible to 



 

 

that of Deutsch et al. (2011). They segmented the clips based on the spoken syllables. 
Our clips did not have spoken syllables, so we segmented the clips by marking the six 
most salient points of auditory separation (by, e.g., identifying amplitude peaks, sound 
onsets, and perceptual groupings). These points did not always take place at silent 
intervals, and we did not use ramping to guard against transients. 

Procedure 

Participants were tested individually in a 4’ x 4’ WhisperRoom Sound Isolation 
Enclosure (MDL 4848E/ENV). They wore Sennheiser HD 600 headphones facing a 22” 
Dell P2212H monitor, and made responses using a computer keyboard and mouse. The 
auditory stimuli were presented binaurally at a comfortable listening level. The 
experiment was presented using Medialab (Version 2016.1.104; Jarvis, 2016) on a Dell 
OptiPlex 7010 desktop computer running Windows 7. 

The design of this experiment was modeled on the first experiment in Deutsch et 
al. (2011). As in that study, for each trial, we first presented the full 10 s clip. After a 3 s 
pause, we presented 10 clip segments, each of which were also followed by a 3 s pause. 
During each pause that followed a clip segment, participants rated the clip on a Likert-
like scale from 1 to 5, where 1 indicated “sounded exactly like environmental sound” and 
5 indicated “sounded exactly like music.”  

We randomly assigned participants to one of two conditions—Untransformed and 
Jumbled. In both conditions, the initial and final (first and tenth) segments were presented 
in their original, untransformed form. In the Untransformed condition, the eight 
intervening segments were identical—they consisted of the same untransformed segment. 
In the Jumbled condition, however, the eight intervening segments consisted of the eight 
different jumbled segment versions (presented in the order listed above; following 
Deutsch et al., 2011). Participants completed a short demographic questionnaire to 
conclude the experiment. The experiment lasted about 25 min.  

Results  
To account for random effects within participants, we ran a linear mixed model 

(Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008). The within-subjects fixed effect was Presentation 
(initial or final). The between-subjects fixed effect was Condition (untransformed or 
jumbled). The random effects were Subject (n = 58) and Item (the 20 environmental 
sound clips). The data consisted of 2320 ratings, 27 of which were identified as error 
ratings (responses not registered within the 3 s time limit) and excluded from the 
analysis. We first ran the maximal model with all of the factors, interactions, and random 
slopes with the subject and item grouping variables in order to account for random slope 
variance and obtain model convergence (see Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013). The 
final converged model included the full Presentation by Condition interaction, and the 
random slope of Presentation within the Subject and Item grouping variables. 

[Insert Figure 1 about here] 



 

 

Figure 1 shows the main effect of Presentation. The mean rating of the final 
presentations (M = 2.45, SD = 1.31) was significantly higher than mean rating of the 
initial presentations (M = 1.84, SD = 1.17), F(1, 52) = 40.53, p < .0001. These results suggest 
that the excerpts sounded more like music (and less like environmental sound) on the 
final presentations than on the initial presentations. 

[Insert Figure 2 about here] 

We did not find a main effect of Condition, F(1, 56) = 2.02, p = .160, or an interaction 
between Presentation and Condition (F < 1; see Figure 2). These results suggest that the 
transformation from sound to music across repetitions was unaffected by whether the 
segments were presented identically or in jumbled form. These findings contrast with 
those in Deutsch et al. (2011), which show that speech transformed to song only when it 
was presented in a series of identical (rather than jumbled) repetitions.  

Following Deutsch et al. (2011), our principal interest was the transformation 
effected between the first and final repetition; however, we also examined the mean 
rating changes during the intervening repetitions. Figure 3 traces these changes across all 
10 of the repetitions. On average, the segment was perceived as increasingly musical 
across each of these repetitions in the untransformed condition. In the jumbled condition, 
however, ratings increased across the first 9 repetitions, but dipped slightly on the 10th, 
when the original, untransformed version of the utterance recurred.  

[Insert Figure 3 about here] 

Discussion 
This study shows that the speech-to-song illusion can be viewed as one example 

of a more generalized sound-to-music illusion. Across repetitions, environmental sounds 
can come to seem more music-like than they did on initial presentation. This sound-to-
music illusion differs from the speech-to-music illusion in that it can occur regardless of 
whether the stimuli are repeated exactly or in jumbled form. Jumbling speech excerpts by 
scrambling the order of the syllables disrupts their semantic meaning—the level at which 
speech is typically apprehended; but jumbling excerpts of environmental sounds does not 
disturb any such semantic dimension. A succession of drops of water that has been 
rearranged is still just a succession of drops of water.  

Environmental sounds are typically apprehended at the level of source 
identification (Gaver, 1993)—listeners hear that a certain string of sounds comes from a 
dripping faucet, and another from a shovel being dragged across rocks. Rearranging 
individual components of the sound does not tend to alter this source identification. 
Moreover, listeners possess keen categorical representations for phonemes within speech 
(Liberman et al., 1957; Schouten & Hessen, 1992), but lack such stable categories for the 
individual components of environmental sounds. Given these differences, the jumbled 
repetitions likely continued to sound like iterations of the same fundamental stimulus—
the sound of water dripping or a shovel being dragged, for example—but the jumbled 
repetitions of speech in Deutsch et al. (2011) fundamentally altered what was being 



 

 

heard. Words that have had their individual phonemes rearranged no longer sound like 
repetitions of the same word, and no longer possess the same prosodic contour. The 
differential effect of jumbling on speech and sound excerpts underscores that differences 
in what constitutes a perceived repetition for various types of sounds might impact their 
susceptibility to musicalization. 

Although musicality ratings increased, on average, across each of the 10 
repetitions in both conditions, they dipped slightly on the last one in the jumbled 
condition. Although repetitions 2 through 9 were scrambled, repetition 10 returned to the 
untransformed version, in which the segments followed one another in the actual order of 
the original sound file. Musicality ratings for the last statement were higher than 
musicality ratings for the first one, but they were lower than ratings for some of the 
intervening versions. This pattern would result if two different factors were influencing 
ratings: 1) a tendency to perceive increased musicality with each repetition and 2) a 
tendency to perceive increased musicality in jumbled compared to untransformed 
versions. This tendency to hear more musicality in jumbled versions could arise from the 
sense that they have already been digitally manipulated—a potential mark of human 
artistic intent—in comparison to the unaltered recordings of naturally-occurring 
environmental sounds. Future work could disentangle these effects by varying the amount 
of manipulation in the original sound file. 

The speech-to-song illusion might depend on semantic satiation (Severance & 
Washburn, 1907) to suppress semantic associations before musical listening can emerge. 
The sound-to-music illusion, by contrast, might depend on the suppression of the saliency 
of the source identification to allow musical attending to emerge. In the speech-to-song 
illusion (Deutch et al., 2011), only the Untransformed condition allowed illusory 
transformation to music to occur, likely because semantic satiation (or the perceptual 
deterioration of semantic meaning following repeated exposure) can only occur across 
repetitions of words with distinct semantic meanings. But in the sound-to-music illusion, 
both the Untransformed and the Jumbled condition allowed illusory transformation to 
music to occur, likely because the source identification can be preserved even in the case 
of segment jumbling.   

Studies on the speech-to-song illusion suggest that musicalization occurs more 
easily when speech circuitry captures a sound sequence less firmly. Extending this 
interpretation to environmental sound might imply that because environmental sound 
captures speech circuitry even less than speech, musicalization should occur more easily. 
Yet we found that strings of environmental sounds did not transform to music more 
effectively than the speech stimuli in Deutsch et al. (2011).  

Mean ratings in the Untransformed condition in Deutsch et al. (2011) were below 
1.5 after the initial presentation, and above 3.5 after the final presentation. Mean ratings 
in the Untransformed condition in our study, on the other hand, were 1.84 after the initial 
presentation, and 2.45 after the final presentation. Although mean ratings of 
environmental sound after the final presentation increased significantly compared to the 
initial presentation, they did not extend over the rating threshold—3.0—the value 
midway between the scalar endpoints (1 for “sounds exactly like environmental sound” 



 

 

and 5 for “sounds exactly like music”), beyond which a rating would indicate that the 
segment sounded more like music than like environmental sound. Cursory examination 
would seem to suggest that the illusory effect was therefore weaker for environmental 
sounds than for speech. Yet the single speech segment used in the first Deutsch et al. 
(2011) study was likely one that transformed particularly successfully.  

Five stimuli in our study underwent transformations that exceeded the 3.0 
threshold—two examples of water dripping, the excerpt featuring whale song, the excerpt 
featuring ice cracking, and the one featuring a dragged shovel. To examine the size of 
more typical speech-to-song transformations, it can help to look at Margulis et al. (2015), 
which—unlike a number of other speech-to-song papers—reported initial and final 
means. The speech stimuli in the category that transformed most easily started with a 
mean initial rating of 1.56 and transformed to a mean final rating of 2.4. Transformations 
of speech in that study, like the environmental sound stimuli reported here, often did not 
surpass the threshold of 3.0, and were comparable in effect size to the transformations 
reported in the present study. The speech-to-song and sound-to-music illusions, however, 
are ideally compared within subjects, and it would help to study them within the same 
pool of participants to draw firm conclusions about comparative effect size. 

Future work could use a service like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to collect large 
amounts of data on transformations from speech to song and from sound to music to 
determine whether either of these categories transforms more readily. Falk, Rathcke and 
Dalla Bella (2014) found that utterances with stable tonal targets and recurring durational 
contrasts transformed to song more readily than utterances without these features. Merrill 
and Larrouy-Maestri (2017) reinforced the central role of pitch, and suggested that timbre 
and register play an important role as well—qualities that may be especially important to 
the border between nonspeech sounds and music. A study with sufficient data could also 
make it possible to analyze in more detail the acoustic features that lead to the 
transformation from speech to song, and ascertain whether they are the same acoustic 
features that lead to the transformation from sound to music.   

It would also be useful to obtain cross-cultural responses on these tasks. The 
pervasiveness of particular environmental sounds differs across cultures. By comparing 
how easily sound sequences transform to music in cultures within which the sequences 
are common or uncommon, research can identify whether speech’s tendency to transform 
more easily when spoken in an unfamiliar language extends to a tendency for 
environmental sounds to transform more easily when they are unfamiliar. Vanden Bosch 
der Nederlanden et al. (2015b) showed that listeners were more sensitive to pitch changes 
that violated rather than conformed to familiar musical structures in utterances that 
transformed to music—suggesting a role for enculturated notions of typical pitch 
sequences. 

Finally, the sound-to-music illusion makes possible a number of investigations of 
individual differences. It has previously been established that not everyone experiences 
the transformation from speech to song in the classic illusion (Deutsch et al., 2011). Are 
the people who are not susceptible to the speech-to-song illusion the same as the people 
who are not susceptible to the sound-to-music illusion? Does experience with twentieth-



 

 

century music that uses environmental sound as materials influence illusion 
susceptibility? 

This paper documents the existence of a sound-to-music illusion that can be 
thought of as a generalization of or interesting comparison case to the speech-to-song 
illusion. It provides behavioral evidence for the effects of a common twentieth-century 
compositional tool—repetition—allowing for future scientific investigations that expose 
the domain specificity or generality of aspects of auditory processing. In general, 
psychologists have thought about the speech-to-song illusion as a phenomenon at the 
nexus of language and music; however, this study suggests that repetition musicalizes 
non-speech sounds with similar ease. The speech-to-song illusion may function less as 
evidence of some special overlap between language and music, and more as an index of 
the power of repetition to encourage a different and more musical orientation to the 
sound. Both the speech-to-song and sound-to-music illusion raise questions about what 
kinds of acoustic characteristics allow this transformation to occur—are they the same 
regardless of whether the string of sounds started out being heard as speech or as sound? 
What are the limits of what can be musicalized in this way, and how do they vary 
culturally? One source for insight into these questions might be compositional practice. 
Here, as in many other cases, artistic innovation tends to precede scientific 
understanding. 
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